Introducing...COVO-RAIL™

Presenting the UK’s leading all-weather pop-up
sheltered queueing system

Why do we need COVO-RAIL™️?

This year’s unexpected and unprecedented pandemic has changed the
way we live as a society. Everyday activities such as working, shopping and
travelling are now done differently, with social distancing and hygiene a
priority in any situations that require close contact with others.
Life has transformed quickly and unexpectedly, but we must learn to
adapt and adjust.
That is why we have developed COVO-RAIL™️, a system that is cleverly
designed to keep customers comfortable and dry while facilitating social
distancing during all seasonal environments.
With no planning permissions required and no architectural or
engineering costs for set up, COVO-RAIL is a truly adaptable and
innovative pop-up queueing system.
At Hugh Logan Engineering we offer a prioritised approach to delivery,
with national distribution using our network of local installers.

Outdoor queuing
has changed.

But the
weather hasn’t

We are part of the James Cowie Group of companies and are proud to
have served the UK with engineering, fabrication and structural steelwork
services for more than 58 years. We operate with traditional family values,
putting great customer service first and using UK manufactured materials
wherever possible.
We have designed COVO-RAIL to be the UK’s leading all-weather pop-up
sheltered queueing system.
For more information or to receive a no obligation quote contact us at:
sales@hughlogan.co.uk

Your solution to comfortable,convenient, socially distanced queuing.

-Mark Carney, Managing Director
Rapid Installation

COVO-RAIL™

01623 629295		

National Distribution

01623 629275		

British Made

sales@hughlogan.co.uk

Why choose the COVO-RAIL™️ queuing system?

Where is COVO-RAIL™️ used?

Suitable for a range of outdoor applications:
Social distancing compliant

Quality UK
Manufacturing

No planning permission required

Railway and
bus stations

Pop-up installation – no permanent fixings

Supermarkets and
retail outlets

Construction
sites

Suitable for a range of ground/surfaces

Flexible, modular construction

Hospitals and
health centres

CE-certified, compliant with UK building standards

Local installation network throughout the UK

Quality UK manufacturing and raw materials

COVO-RAIL™

Stadiums
and arenas

•

No tools or building work required

•

Flexible, modular construction

•

UK distribution using a network of local installers

•

Suitable for all ground surfaces
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01623 629275		

sales@hughlogan.co.uk

The James Cowie Group of Companies

Any questions about COVO-RAILTM?

Available
to hire
or buy

Hugh Logan Engineering, part of the James Cowie Group of companies.

Get in touch with us.
sales@hughlogan.co.uk
01623 629275 to discuss your requirements

Providing quality engineering solutions for 58 years.
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